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Integration to the application form
Cancellation due to force majeure - Covid 19
a. The Parties also agree that if due to force majeure not dependent on the Accademia Adrianea, in particular
for reasons dependent on or connected with the spread of Covid-19 (by way of example and not limited to:
lockdown, closure of borders, suspension of educational activities in presence, closure of a facility subject to
a workshop imposed by the competent Authority and / or by law, quarantine obligations or full-blown illness,
etc ...), one or more workshops should be canceled by the Accademia or by provisions of the competent
Authority, the In any case, the Participant will be required to pay the amount established at the time of
registration calculated at the time of the notification of force majeure and will not be able to request, even
partially, the return of the installments already paid. The cause of force majeure will be formally
communicated by the Academy to students via e-mail and will result in a suspension of the installments still
to be paid.
The Academy will also formally communicate via e-mail to the members the termination of the force majeure
and, at the same time, the new scheduling of the canceled events as well as the payments of the remaining
suspended installments, which will in any case be in charge to the members until the end of the training cours
as indicated in the new calendar, regardless of the suspension due to the occurrence of force majeure.
b. Participants, as an alternative to attending the workshop(s) as initially rescheduled, will be able to
participate in a different workshop organized by the Accademia Adrianea, among those that will be proposed
by the same upon termination of the force majeure event or even subsequently.
c. If the Participant cannot take part in one or more workshops to which he is already registered and having
already paid the fee for the hotel accommodation, as positive for Covid-19 or in a state of quarantine, he can
request the Academy to reimburse a variable portion between 75% and 100% (at the sole discretion of the
Academy itself, also taking into account the reimbursement policies of the hotel facilities) of the amount paid
for accommodation. The cost of transport and that of the Master will remain entirely at the Participant's
expense.
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